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    The US-China Policy Foundation
(USCPF) recently returned from
China, where we visited with a
security studies delegation. The
delegation was hosted by the
Chinese Institute for International
Strategic Studies (CIISS), and
included Dr. Chi Wang, president
and co-chair of the USCPF,
Admiral Dennis Blair, former
commander-in-chief of the US
Pacific Command, Ambassador
Chas W. Freeman Jr., co-chair of
the USCPF, former assistant
secretary of defense Dr. Kenneth
Lieberthal, professor at the
University of Michigan, a former
member of the National Security
Council and an executive board
member of the USCPF, and
Andrew Morentz, a program
associate and analyst with the
Foundation.
    During its time in China, the
delegation engaged in intimate face-
to-face discussions with top
members of China’s military high

command, including Minister of
Defense General Cao Gangchuan,
the vice chairman of the CCP’s
Central Military Commissions,
General Liang Guanglie, chairman
of the chief of staff of the General
Staff, and General Xiong
Guangkai, the deputy chief of
General Staff. The delegation also
participated in a two-day
workshop with CIISS during
which they exchanged views on

US-China security issues and
discussed ways to improve
military-to-military relations.  We
believe we are the only US NGO
delegation that has been invited
directly by the Chinese military high
command.
    After its time in Beijing, the
delegation toured museums and
corporations in Weihai, Qingdao
and Shanghai.  The visit to the Sino-

USCPF is first US public policy organization to
be invited to China by the PLA high command

Admiral Dennis Blair receives a gift from Minister of Defense
Cao Gangchuan

(Continued on page 7)
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USCPF Holds Annual Panel Discussion
    On December 17, the US-China
Policy Foundation held its ninth
annual panel discussion and
luncheon at the National Press Club.
The morning panel, held in the
Murrow Room, focused on the
prospects for US-China relations
during the second Bush
administration.
    The distinguished panel of
speakers included Dr. Kenneth
Lieberthal, a former member of the
National Security Council and a
professor at the University of
Michigan, Dr. Mike Lampton,
director of Chinese Studies at the
Nixon Center and professor of
China Studies at SAIS of Johns
Hopkins University, and Alan
Romberg, a senior associate at the
Stimson Center. The panel was
moderated by the Hon. James
Sasser, a former US ambassador
to China and former US senator
(D-Tennessee).
    Dr. Lieberthal began with a brief
overview of the major sources of
ongoing interest in the US-China
relationship and later focused on
approximately five issues that
warrant close tracking as potential
sources of problems during the
second Bush administration. Dr.
Lampton then addressed the
tensions in U.S.-China relations and
how they can be most effectively
managed in the second term of
George W. Bush. Mr. Romberg
finished the morning session with a
discussion of cross-strait tensions in
the coming four years as well as
alternative visions for the long term,
after which Ambassador Sasser
offered his closing remarks.

Ambassador Sasser is also an
executive board member of the
USCPF.
    The lunch portion of the event
was held in the First Amendment
Room and included a speech by
Admiral Dennis Blair, the former
commander-in-chief of the US
Pacific Command and current
president of the Institute for
Defense Analyses. In his speech,
Admiral Blair discussed potential
problems for US-China relations

and how such problems could be
avoided. Admiral Blair stressed the
need for greater military-to-military
communications between our
countries.
    The panel discussion was
televised live on C-SPAN, and the
panel discussion and luncheon
address will appear as a series of
articles in an upcoming edition of
the Washington Journal of Modern
China.

Admiral Dennis Blair delivers the keynote address

The panel engages the audience in the morning discussion
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A 10th Anniversary Message from the President

Professor Chi Wang, President
of the USCPF

In the last issue of our newsletter,
I discussed briefly the early years
of the US-China Policy Foundation
(USCPF), how our foundation was
established and how difficult it was
(and still is!) to exist as a new
foundation in the Washington, D.C.
area. There are hundreds of
wellestablished think-tanks and
public policy organizations in our
nation’s capital, all of which have
substantial endowments or long-
term backing from the federal
government or major corporations.
To date we have not received
financial support from the federal
government, thus making our
mission more challenging, as we
have had to seek funding for
individual projects from those who
often are skeptical about China.
During the next 10 years, we hope
to expand our base of support from
charitable organizations and
corporations.
    After Richard Nixon’s historic
visit to China in 1972 and the
reestablishment of diplomatic
relations, US-China relations
seemed to ease into a period of

mutual, if uneasy, cooperation.
Beneath the surface, however there
remains a Cold War mentality
toward  China among many
lawmakers and government officials;
the prevailing feeling is that China
poses a potential threat to national
security and therefore cannot be a
true friend of the United States.
While this thinking has made our
work more trying, it also has made
it more important. Any conflict
between the United States and
China would be devastating. Our
mission as the only organization in
the D.C. area devoted solely to US-
China relations is not only imperative
for the future of each country but
for global security and world peace
as a whole.
     To this end and because we are
an educational organization, we
have sponsored many successful
events and symposiums, and
attempted to increase understanding
of China with our annual
policymakers seminar and trip that
informs congressional staffers about
the country and culminates in a
weeklong educational tour.
   In celebrating our 10th
anniversary, we are planning to
organize a two-day conference in
Beijing later this year in cooperation
with the China International Cultural
Exchange Center (CICEC). The
conference will be comprised of
China experts from the United
States and the Beijing area who
specialize in US-China relations,
senior Chinese officials, business
leaders, and USCPF board
members. We also hope to include
a delegation of American executives
and business leaders for an

exchange with their counterparts in
China and senior Chinese leaders.
If your corporation would like to
participate in this delegation, please
contact  Sarah Terbrueggen at the
foundation as soon as possible.
     While we have worked closely
with congress, the Department of
State and other government
agencies, for our 10th year we are
making a concerted effort to build
closer ties to the US-China
business community. Now and in
the future, businesses will play a
vital role in strengthening the
relationship between the United
States and China. Because of the
vast Chinese market, many young
Americans are learning the Chinese
language and culture, while young
Chinese are learning English in even
greater numbers. It is through
education and cultural exchange
that stereotypes will be erased and
lasting bonds forged.
     As a Chinese-American, I have
been involved in US-China
relations since the 1960’s; I know
the people, I speak the language,
and yet the complexities of the US-
China dynamic remain elusive. I
hope in our next 10 years, the
USCPF can continue to educate
Chinese people about the United
States and Americans about China
and create a lasting relationship that
allows both countries and their
peoples to flourish.
     In closing, I wish to thank our
board members and those who
have supported USCPF during the
past nine years. I look forward to
your continued support so together
we can continue to make a
difference in U.S.-China relations.
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Many Thanks to Our Recent Donors!
Special Donors:
Asia Oil and Gas Company
The Freeman Foundation
Mariott International
Pacific Century International, Inc.
Chi Wang

Supporters
Asian-Pacific Institute
Boeing Company
Chas W. Freeman, Jr.
New York Life International
United Parcel Service

Contributors
David and Penny Yao

Cargill
Bates Gill

Donors
Pieter Bottelier
Barbara Franklin Enterprises
Betty Lou Hummel
Robert Kapp
Kenneth Lieberthal
Marubeni America Corporation
Leo Orleans
Richard Solomon

Friends
Freddie Mac Foundation
Martha Holdridge

Contribution Categories

[  ]     Special Donors $10,000 and over

[  ]     Supporter $1,000 – 5,000

[  ]     Contributor $500 – 999

[  ]     Donor $200 – 499

[  ]     Friend $100 – 199

[  ]     I wish to give a contribution of   $_______________

[  ]     I enclose a check for $__________ to support the work
         of the United States-China Policy Foundation.

NAME __________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________

CITY/STATE __________________ ZIP CODE ________

YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS GREATLY APPRECIATED AND IS DEDUCTIBLE
FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES.  CONTRIBUTORS WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN
THE USCPF NEWSLETTER.

William Johnson
Howard H. Lange
John Paden
Michael Nocera
Kah-Meng Ng
David Reuther
Alan Kim-Soh Tok
John Young

Others
Donald Anderson
Charles Barton
Kerry Dumbaugh
Herbert Horowitz
James Ireland
Eric McVadon
Gerald Stryker

If you would like to donate to the US-China Policy Foundation, please send us the form below; we thank
you in advance for your much-needed support!
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    The U.S.-China Policy
Foundation’s sixth annual seminar
series (May 7 – July 23) and ac-
companying trip to China (August
9-17) for U.S. congressional staff
members came to a successful
conclusion at the end of August.
The program is designed to give a
select number of congressional staff
with limited knowledge of China an
opportunity to enhance their under-
standing of the country and the
complexity of U.S.-China relations.
    Nine of the 12 seminar partici-
pants continued on the educational
trip to China arranged and hosted
by the Chinese People’s Institute
of Foreign Affairs (CPIFA). A se-
ries of discussions was held in
Beijing, Urumqi and Shanghai with
China’s government officials, law-
makers, academics, U.S. govern-
ment officials and ex-patriot cor-
porate executives. In Beijing, meet-
ings were held with representatives
of The United States Embassy,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MOFA), American Chamber of
Commerce (AmCham), Ministry
of Commerce, Ministry of Health,
CPIFA, and The Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference.
In Urumqi, the delegation met the
governor of Xinjiang Province in a
televised discussion. In Shanghai,
the group met with representatives
of the Shanghai Municipal Foreign
Affairs Office, the Shanghai Insti-
tute of International Studies, and
the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
    During each visit, hosts briefed

our delegation on the main function
and components of their institution.
This introduction was followed by
an exchange of views, initiated by
questions from group members.
Staffers most frequently inquired
about US-China relations and Tai-
wan, implementation of rule of law,
intellectual property rights, environ-
mental and health issues and the
development gap between urban
and rural China.

    The response from both seminar
and trip participants has been par-
ticularly positive this year. Most
complimented the informative and
interesting presentations made dur-
ing the seminars that gave them a
strong foundation for understand-
ing China. Trip participants, most
of whom had never been to Asia,
left with a greater appreciation of
China’s peoples, traditions and cul-
ture.

Policymakers Seminar and Trip
Successfully Concludes

The delegation takes in the sights of Beijing

Trip participants meet with the governor of Xinjiang
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Security Studies Delegation Visits Beijing,
Weihai, Qingdao and Shanghai

Dr. Wang meets Minister of Defense Cao Gangchuan Delegation members outside the Sino-Japanese War Museum

General Gong, Admiral Blair, Dr. Wang, Ambassador Freeman and Colonel Chen against the
Shanghai skyline
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The U.S.-China Policy
Foundation

316 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Suite 201-202

Washington, D.C. 20003

Tel: 202-547-8615
Fax:202-547-8853

http://www.uscpf.org
e-mail: uscpf@uscpf.org

Program Associates
Andrew Morentz

Abigail Cuthbertson
Sarah Terbrueggen

*The views expressed herein do not
necessarily reflect the views of the
U.S.--China Policy Foundation*

Japanese War Museum was
particularly significant, as foreign
nationals are generally not
permitted to view the museum.
Among the business leaders who
received the delegation were the
CEOs of China National Offshore
Oil Corporation, the Haier
Corporation in Qingdao and
eTang in Shanghai.
    The visit was extremely
successful, and the USCPF hopes
to have laid the groundwork for a
long-term relationship with
CIISS. We hope to host a CIISS
delegation for a trip to the United
States in late 2005.
    The USCPF is in the process
of publishing a report of meeting
notes and transcripts to give
others insight to our unique
opportunity to visit with China’s
military high command.

(Continued from page 1)

    We would like to welcome our
newest member, Dr. Robert Kapp,
to the USCPF executive board.
Currently the president of Robert
A. Kapp & Associates, Dr. Kapp
has spent four decades in the China
field.
    Prior to his current position, Dr.
Kapp spent 10 years as president
of The U.S.-China Business
Council. Founded in 1973, the
Council is the principal organization
of American companies engaged in
trade and investment with China
and is supported by nearly 300
leading U.S. corporations. In
addition to guiding the business
services, publications and program
activities of the U.S.-China
Business Council, Dr. Kapp
contributed regularly to informed
U.S. dialogue on China through
congressional testimony, published
articles, media appearances and
presentations to educational and
community organizations
nationwide.
    Prior to joining the U.S.-China
Business Council, he served as

president of the Washington Council
on International Trade (1987-94), a
member-supported private
organization in the state of
Washington primarily concerned with
trade policy issues. He was executive
director of the Washington State
China Relations Council from its
founding in 1979 to 1987 and again
from 1992 to 1994 concurrently with
his position at the Washington
Council on International Trade.
    Dr. Kapp graduated from
Swarthmore College and received his
master’s and doctoral degrees from
Yale. His advanced training was in
East Asian Studies and History, and
from 1970 to 1980 he taught modern
Chinese history at Rice University and
the University of Washington. From
1986 to 1991, Dr. Kapp was
lecturer at the University of
Washington School of Business
Administration. He has published a
number of studies in modern Chinese
history. He also served as editor of
The Journal of Asian Studies, a
leading scholarly publication.
    Dr. Kapp is a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations, the
National Committee on U.S.-China
Relations, and the U.S. Department
of State Advisory Committee on
International Economic Policy. He
and his wife, Catherine, live in
Washington State and are parents of
a daughter.
    We at the U.S.-China Policy
Foundation are very excited to have
Dr. Kapp on our  board, and we look
forward to his participation in our
future programs.

Welcome Dr. Robert Kapp

Dr. Robert Kapp
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The USCPF Needs
YOUR Support!

To continue our educational
programs and high-quality
research, the USCPF needs

support from concerned citizens
like you. Please help us on our

mission to improve
communication and facilitate

understanding between the United
States and China by donating to

our endowment or a specific
project.

For more information, please
contact us at 202-547-8615 or via

em ail at uscpf@uscpf.org

Newly appointed Chinese Ambassador Zhou Wenzhong arrived
in Washington, DC on April 3.  The USCPF will host a
welcoming luncheon for Ambassador Zhou on May 5.


